
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It's the ___________ girl!1. (same/old)same old

I bowed to the ______________ woman and went away, intending to make
the landlady tell me something about them; but she was out.
2.

(poor/little)
poor little

For how long I cannot tell, I had beyond this no ____________________
idea.
3.

(other/intelligent)
other intelligent

I came accordingly, and from that time on the _____________ spirit
became a leading interest both in her life and mine.
4.

(fine/young)
fine young

I speak only of the bad among them; for I know ______________ men who
preach the Scriptures in all purity and simplicity, and live without reproach,
ambition, or covetousness, and in such chastity as is unfeigned and free.

5.

(many/worthy)

many worthy

Something like this is common in ______________ countries.6.
(savage/many)

many savage

She thought not of the effect produced by the delicate half shade of the
palm-tree on her _____________ brow, nor of the soft moonshine-like reflex
of the candlelight on the shining waves of her dark hair.

7.

(pure/white)
pure white

It was one of the largest of its species; and its _____________ head,
protruding sockets, and sparkling eyes, added to the hideousness of its
appearance.

8.

(flat/great)

great flat

Here they urged their tired horses on, and at last came to a
_____________ space.
9.

(small/open)small open

She should learn as _________________ operations as possible.10.
(different/many)

many different

___________ soul to offer to do it without pay.11. (old/good)Good old

They surprised ________________ forces of Indians in different places.12.
(several/large)

several large
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And there was not a _______________ horse in the mountains for miles
and miles around.
13.

(single/black)
single black

South of the Potomac especially, there was certainly
_________________ exceptions to this arrangement of parties; yet as a
general arrangement, it was unquestionably correct.

14.

(many/important)
many important

The __________________ woman was carried off as a bride.15.
(young/beautiful)

beautiful young

For I must admit it: it was her _________________ fault, that.16.
(particular/own)

own particular

The great rule of conduct for us in regard to foreign nations is, in
extending our commercial relations to have with them as
___________________ connection as possible.

17.

(political/little)little political

Is it a fine house, or a ___________ farm?18. (big/nice)nice big

_______________ forms of life exist, both plant and animal, as we shall
soon learn.
19.

(many/strange)
Many strange

It took her back to her ____________ life.20. (early/own)own early
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